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Donor # 4082
Interview Notes
Donor 4082 appeared calm and grounded in our first meeting, which
was an impression that lasted throughout the interview. He has striking greygreen eyes, which were probably reflecting his grey polo-shirt, as he describes
them as blue-yellow. He was also wearing khaki shorts and flip-flop sandals:
he looked clean-cut, but casually so. He has nice, medium-brown, mediumthick hair that has a short and simple ‘wash-and-go’ look to it. He has a
medium build and long legs; he looked tan and fit, a testament to his interest
in many sports and outdoor activities.
Donor 4082 runs and does a cardio work-out every day. He also plays
baseball, football and soccer regularly – he describes himself as competitive
and a natural leader, on the field as well as in other group settings. He was an
Eagle Scout until the age of 18. This donor seems to have a habit of finishing
what he starts.
Donor 4082 seems a little shy at first, but lights up and becomes
enthusiastic upon deeper conversation. This donor articulated that he does not
feel shy, but reserved - noting that he only tends to speak when it is necessary
as opposed to filling silence. I found this donor to be quite friendly and easy to
talk to. He was modest and had a gentle demeanor.
Donor 4082 explained that he was close with his entire family,
especially his sister – his eyes beamed when he mentioned her. They live
nearby one another, and see each other often. This donor is currently studying
engineering, and hopes to eventually go into aerospace research. He
mentioned that he wants to design planes and spaceships, but plans to avoid
participating in the creation of missiles and other weapons for moral reasons.
His polo shirt had a blueprint style drawing of a satellite on it – overall I
would label this donor as a young and attractive sporty nerd.
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